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                                                   “  It's close to midnight 
                                                       Something evil's lurkin'in the dark 
                                                       Under the moonlight 
                                                       You see a sight that almost stops your heart 
                                                       You try to scream 
                                                       But terror takes the sound before you make it 
                                                       You start to freeze 
                                                       As horror looks you right between the eyes 
                                                       You're paralyzed…”                                      
   
                                                                                   M.Jackson ,”Thriller” (1982)    
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It was a dark , stormy1 night .It  was raining heavily2, the 
wind was blowing with a scary whistle and  red 
thunderbolts3 were lightning the sky. 
It was Halloween night and I was going to spend the 
evening with some friends in a lonely4 house in the English 
countryside5. 
 
                                                
1   stormy  tempestosa 

2  To rain heavily Piovere a dirotto 

3  thunderbolts fulmini 
4  lonely isolata 

5  countryside campagna 
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The location for the party was absolutely perfect : an old 
gloomy6 graveyard7 was just opposite the house. 
 

 

                                                
6   gloomy  cupo  
7  graveyard cimitero 
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It was nearly 11:30 pm and  my friends were really late. It 
was getting colder and colder8, darker and darker9 so I 
decided to enter the house . 
While I was trying to open the gate , I noticed  a shadow 
moving quickly behind the curtains  
 

         
 
“My friends !” I thought,“ They’re inside waiting for me!” 
Strangely, the door was open but there was no light on. 
 I tried to switch on the light but unfortunately it didn’t 
work .10 

                                                
8   darker and darker  sempre più buio          
9   colder and colder   sempre  più freddo           

10   
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 Suddenly the room was lit by a flash of lightning and  I 
realized that the house was actually completely 
uninhabited11 : dust12 and old cobwebs13 were everywhere 
and a terrible smell14  was coming from the cellar15 
downstairs … 

 
                                                
11  uninhabited  disabitata 

12  Dust  polvere 

13  cobwebs ragnatele 

14 smell cattivo odore 

15  cellar  cantina 
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 “ Caa-rrie,  honey, I’m looking for you ! “ 
It was a shrill16 voice, coming from above, speaking in a 
sing-song17  way … 
“I’m here just for you …We don ‘t have much time…” 
I was terrified . 
That disquieting18 words  froze my blood and I couldn’t 
move… 
Anyway I was attracted  by that voice and I decided to go 
upstairs . 
While I was climbing, I could hear the stairs 
creaking19under my feet   . From above, the  shadow of an 
humpbacked20 figure was approaching to me , preceded by 
the rhythmic  beating of a stick 21 . 
I raised my head and …I can’t tell you what I saw : a 
ghostly, bony22  old   figure  with a hooked nose23 and 
greasy24 hair was staring25 at me with  menacing26  eyes . 
 
 
 
 
                                                
16  shrill   stridula 

17  sing-song   cantilena 

18  disquieting  inquietante 

19 creaking      scricchiolare 

20  humpbacked  gobbo 

21  beating of a stick  il battere di un bastone 

22  bony  scheletrico 

23  hooked nose  naso uncinato 

24  greasy  untuosi, grassi 
25  To Stare  fissare ( con lo sguardo) 

26  menacing  minaccioso 
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I tried  to  go down the stairs  as quickly as I could  but my 
right foot was trapped27 into a broken step28.  It hurt29 my 
ankle30 like the bite of a shark-toothed beast.31 
I tried and I tried with all my strengths32  to get my ankle 
free33  but all my efforts34 were useless35 . 
I lost one of my shoes and  I could feel something warm  
and hairy moving under  my  bare36 foot. 

 
                                                
27  trapped   incastrato       
28   step     scalino 

29   To Hurt    ferire , far male 

30   ankle        caviglia 

31   the bite …beast   il morso di un animale dai denti aguzzi 
32  strengths    forze 

33   get free      liberare 

34  efforts        tentativi , sforzi 
35   useless        inutili, vani 
36   bare           nudo 
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Suddenly I heard a terrible noise  coming from all around 
the house. The house started shaking37 and trembling38 . 
Pieces of the roof  fell down  and the window –panes39 
broke . Something heavy hit my head  and… all went dark. 
 

 
 
                                                
37  to  shake    scuotersi 
38  To tremble   tremare  
39  Window-panes  vetri delle finestre 
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“ Oh Damn ! What’s there ? Stop the work guys! Someone 
‘s still inside the house ! Didn’t they know about the 
demolition  ? Come on guys , let’s have a look inside …. Oh 
my God ! Who’s that girl on the floor ? Is she alive? Freddy 
, call for an ambulance , hurry up !And you !? Mrs 
Robinson , why are you here ? Don ‘t you remember ? Your 
old house is going to be demolished... We’ve already 
started with the  
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roof, it’s very dangerous to stay here , please move away!!! 
Mrs Robinson … Who’ s that girl ? Do you know her ?” 
“ Where ?.. Oh no , Mr walker , I’m sorry , I’ve never seen 
her before … I’ m here just to look for40 my cat , Carrie .She  
escaped from our new flat  last evening and I’ m sure she’s 
here , in our old house , the place she loves  …She was so 
unhappy  after we left … she misses41 the house so much 
…” 
“Boss, the ambulance is here ! “ 
 
 
                                  The following morning 
 
 
Everything all around was quiet and silence. 
I couldn’t open my eyes . I had a terrible headache. 
Suddenly the same shrill voice spoke to me : 
“Honey, wake up ! Come on  darling, can you hear me ?  
That voice shocked me and I opened my eyes : all around 
me was white and bright . 
“Am I dead ?” I asked  .  
Then I had a look around  and  noticed an old kind woman 
sitting next to my bed . 
“ Good Morning , honey! Thank God you’re ok  aren’t you 
? What’s your name ? 
“Caroline “ I answered , “ Carrie ,for friends.. “ 
 

                                                
40  To look for    cercare 

41  To miss     sentire la mancanza  , avere nostalgia per qualcosa o qualcuno 
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“Carrie ?!  what a strange thing42 , just like43 my loved 
cat…Can I ask you a question , Carrie ? What were you 
doing in my old house ? 
“It was Halloween Night , you know …My friends gave 
me the address of a party , that’s the reason why I was 
there …” 
“Uhm.. , I’m sorry Carrie but I don’t think that was the 
right  house…Oh , now I see44 !!! I saw  a lot of funny boys 
and girls in their  scary, Halloween costumes  yesterday 
night…!  They were  having a party at  8, Downing street 
… You were at 8  but it wasn’t Downing street, it was  8, 
Brompton  Street !!! 
“ So I went to the wrong house ! And you didn’t want to 
kill me , did you !? 
“Of course , I didn’t ! My name is Mrs Robinson ,I’m the 
owner of the house you went by mistake45…The house has 
been demolished early this morning. I was there to look for 
my cat Carrie . You and my cat have got the same name 
and… But, it’s a long story and…All’s well  that ends well 
!!! Don’t you think so ?  
“ You’re right, Mrs Robinson …but…Where are my 
friends?  
 
 

                                                
42 strange thing    cosa strana 

43 just like           esattamente come… 

44  I see                capisco 

45  by mistake      per sbaglio, per errore 
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“ Here we are , Carrie !!! 
 And  this is our  present for you : 
 The LATEST model of a useful ..CAR  NAVIGATOR !  
AH,AH,AH ….” 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Written by: Aurora Antonucci, Cosimo Balducci, Lisa Bertoncelli, Lucrezia Blunda, Rachele Braga, Giacomo Bonvicini, Giulia 
Carpinelli, Joshua Fabbri, Riccardo Fabiani, Giulia Girardi, Stefano Giuntoli, Umberto Greco, Jekaterina Hriplivaja, Eleonora Lapenna, 
Marinel Maralescu, Lorenzo Martino, Giovanni Masoni, Umberto Pagnini, Aleksandra Pajic, Margherita Pancioli, Raluca Samson. 
First edition May 2013 .    All rights reserved.® 
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That night I was badly  mistreated  by my dad and  
my mum  didn’t  do  anything  to protect me .  As 
usual she was too scared  and weak  to react*....  
" Don’t be angry with him " she told  me " he has just 
lost his job ..... " .  
I went to my  bedroom, I took my rucksack, I put few 
things  in and  I escaped through my bedroom 
window into the dark countryside .  

 
 
It was colder than I thought and it was raining. 
I needed to find a place to spend  the night and the 
following few days  away from home .  
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Luckily,in the distance,I saw an uninhabited and 
ruined building…actually,it scared me but it was 
very cold and I decided to go inside and look around. 
As I was approaching the house I saw a notice 
written in capital letters on the front door. It was a 
warning sign: 
  

“ The MUSEUM is closed 
DO NOT ENTER, DANGER” 

 

 
 
I entered, anyway. 
The entrance hall was extremely wide; on the walls 
there were a lot of old pictures, especially portraits 
and dusty marble statues were all around.  
The strange thing was that all these people in the 
pictures had terrified expressions on their faces and 
terror in their eyes. The statues looked like they were 
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screaming* with fear and I started becoming scared 
by this atmosphere. 

 
As it was very late, I decided to find a place to rest 
for a while. In a short time I fell asleep but I woke up 
with a start, overcome *by a nightmare: some people 
portrayed in the pictures had come to life, had left 
their place in the frame and were trying to push me 
inside a new frame, covering me with a strange glue 
as strong as an invisible chain. " Oh my God, what a 
nightmare! " I thought. But I was shocked and 
speechless* when I found out* that all these people in 
the pictures were now staring at me and some of 
them had changed their place on the wall. Who had 
moved them? Nobody was in the museum... 
Why didn’t I run away? Why didn't I realize I was in 
danger? I was paralyzed with fear in the middle of 
the room when they started to descend from their 
frames and come towards me...  
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I tried to escape but…too late: one of the statue hit 
my head and I couldn't t do or say anything. 
 
Two years later the museum opened again and on his 
first inspection day the new director noticed a 
strange picture on the wall. It was covered by a red 
cloth*. 
He was so curious and he decided to take the cloth 
off …horror filled his eyes, he was astonished*,  
shocked: it was ME in the picture,  his missing son, 
the boy who years before had left home never to 
return was in the picture, looking at him with anger!  
That night the director, my father, decided to take the 
picture off from the wall…but unfortunately from 
that day on nobody ever saw him alive again...  
 If you want to see him, his terrified face is now 
trapped in a brand new golden frame on the 
museum wall.  
 
*react: reagire 
*overcome: sopraffatto 
*speechless: senza parole 
*cloth : telo  
*astonished: stupito 
*find out: realizzare , scoprire 
 
 
Written By: Lorenzo Brunelleschi,Gabriele Birindelli,Bernardo Boccaccini, Mirco Scarfò, Alberto 
Cardelli, Gabriele Saronide, Julius Alvarez,Matteo Massocco, Francesco Del Rosso. 
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THE CURSE 

OF THE BRACELETS 
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It was a snowy and chilly day. People were at home 
drinking hot chocolate and watching TV but my 
friends and I were too excited at the idea of being on 
holiday and we decided to go shopping at the city 
mall. So many shops were waiting for us: clothes, 
shoes, bags and…jewellery! Our passion! 

 
A famous jewellery shop  along the main gallery was 
our first visit. Its windows were decorated in black 
and orange and marvellous jewels were shining from 
inside. We were admiring all these beautiful things 
when Rose’s attention was attracted by some nice 
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bracelets made of shiny black pearls with a beautiful 
heart-shaped charm. 
<<So beautiful!>> exclaimed Elizabeth. 
<<Let’s try them>> Rose said.  
<<I find them a bit… creepy !…>> I whispered. 
<<Courtney!>> Rose said <<There is nothing to 
worry about! They are only bracelets>> 
Rose was probably right, they were only bracelets, 
but I believe in the supernatural (my friends knew 
that) and these bracelets had something strange 
about them…I couldn’t explain… Anyway, we went 
in and we tried the bracelets on.  
 

 
 

As soon as we tried them on, the lights went out and 
a cold wind froze our bodies. I had a horrible, 
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strange feeling: I was sure a misterious force was in 
the shop with us. 
<<What’s going on?>> I shouted. 
<<I don’t know…>> Audrey whispered.  
<<Girls, I’ll go and see what’s happening>> Rose 
said. 
<<Don’t do that, Rose! It’s too dangerous!>>I 
warned.  
Too late, we heard Rose’s footsteps going into the 
distance…  it was then that the shop-keeper 
confessed that the  bracelets were cursed! They had 
been made by a mysterious alchemist in seventeenth 
century and if worn ,they had the power of calling 
the dead back from the grave !!! 
And it was exactly what seemed to be happening: In 
the distance, not far from us ,we noticed a large 
group of strange people moving stumbling and 
staggering towards us. Their skin was ghostly white 
and when they were closer we could smell 
something rancid   in the air .We were petrified by 
their staring eyes, full of anger .  
A zombie was behind me, holding Elizabeth. 
<< Where is Rose?>> I shouted. 
<<Dead!>> the zombie answered <<Rose is dead! 
Ahahahahah!>> 
<<Let’s take the bracelets off!>> I said <<We can’t 
keep them on.>> 
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One of the zombies was holding a bloody knife,  I 
closed my eyes, I didn’t want to see anymore. I was 
about to faint …then I heard a familiar voice. 
<<Surprise!>> 
I opened my eyes: Rose and the zombies were 
smiling, offering sweets and candies. 
<<Girls!>> Rose said, laughing <<You forgot 
something! Today is Halloween! The zombies, the 
bracelets and the curse are only a joke! The shop-
keeper is my uncle and the zombies are our school 
friends, don’t you recognize them? Brilliant joke, isn’t 
it?>>  
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I didn’t know what to say, I really wanted to kill her 
but I made the best of their bad joke and pretended 
to be amused (actually, I’m still planning my 
…REVENGE !!!) 
 

 
 
heart-shaped: a forma di cuore                                                                                                                                
creepy: pauroso                                                                                                                                                            
to whisper: sussurrare                                                                                                                                                        
footsteps: passi                                                                                                                                                                
had disappeared: era sparita                                                                                                                                       
shop-keeper: negoziante                                                                                                                                                
cursed: maledetto                                                                                                                                                              
towards: verso                                                                                                                                                                  
shaking: tremando                                                                                                                                                         
knife: coltello                                                                                                                                                                   
joke: scherzo                                                                                                                                                                           
the best of a bad fate: buon viso a cattivo gioco                                                                                                   
revenge: vendetta 
to pretend      fingere                                                                                                                                          
amused: divertito   
stumbling and staggering : inciampando e barcollando 
to smell something rancid : sentire odore di marcio  
 
Written By: Alessia Carpinelli, Giulia Chiappini, Alessandra De Maio, Laura Edegbe, Maddalena 
Mannucci, Alexandra Moraru, Valentina Venturini. 
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The day 
that changed my life 
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Dear Stiles,                                                          
It has been so long since we've seen each other and a 
lot of things have happened.... now I must confess ,I 
need a special friend to confide in. That friend isn't 
anybody but you ! 
It was 16th december 1964 the day that changed my 
life forever. 
It was a cold winter evening, colder than usual and a 
dim moonlight was illuminating the lonely dark 
streets, the bare trees and the small houses in the 
woods. I was preparing my handbag, I was going to 
spend the night at Michael’s house. 
I was listening to music on the local radio, when the 
program was interrupted: the sheriff was warning 
people against going out that night as a wild beast 
was wandering around the city and two young boys 
had already been savagely attacked. I didn't pay 
much attention to the news. At that time Michael 
used to live in a small house just outside the woods, 
not too far from my house. I thought I had no reason 
to worry. The radio show went on, I took my bag and 
went out. 
The night was calm and strangely bright, I was in the 
spell of that magic moon, beautiful and scary at the 
same time.... 
It was then that I started feeling a strange slightly 
danger sensation: was somebody following me?. 
Now I could hear his breath at my shoulders ... I 
looked over my shoulders and...Oh my God   ! 
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   Two red bloody eyes were staring at me, the 
BEAST ! It was behind me!  

 
 I panicked and I started to run as fast as I could. I  
stumbled and fell to the ground. A few seconds later 
the beast was over me  and  bit into my wrist. Blood 
was everywhere and an unbearable pain was the 
only thing I  could  feel before I blacked out.  
When I woke up about one hour later I looked at my 
wrist but the wound had gone:  strange!….. I went 
home, I called Michael but I didn't tell him about the 
accident. I had a terrible headache so I had a shower 
and went to bed. 
A few hours later my heart was beating fast , I was 
sweating. I went to the bathroom and in the mirror I 
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saw something incredible: my eyes were bloody red 
and my hands were like paws, covered with fur. 
Sharp claws  were growing....My body was turning 
into a terrible beast ... I was not able to stop it.                           

 
My  dear Stiles, this is the reason why I have not  met 
you for so many months. Every night of the full 
moon I change. I fight against my beastly instinct to 
kill so far  I have learnt to control it.  
These past months I have also met others like me,  
werewolves. I am the  Alpha male, the pack leader . 
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Dear friend , I hope you can accept my condition and 
you will still love me as you have always done. 
With immense love, forever. 
Your best friend 

     Tyler.  
 
 
 

• EACH OTHER = L'UN L'ALTRO 

• SAVAGELY =  SELVAGGIAMENTE  

• STUMBLE = INCIAMPARE 

• WRIST = POLSO 

• PAWS = ZAMPE 

• SHARP CLAWS = ARTIGLI 

• FULL MOON = LUNA PIENA  

• WEREWOLVES = LUPI MANNARI 

• I WAS IN THE SPELL OF THAT MAGIC MOON = ERO STREGATA 

/INCANTATA DA QUELLA LUNA MAGICA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

	
Written By: Mariasole Bartoli, Sara Dumitrascu ,Anna Duro, Saverio Giorgetti , Matteo 

Gori , Klajdi Lekaj , Gaia Maccioni, Carolina Porciani 
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Let’s have 
some fun! 
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What is it? It’s a …………………………………………….. 
 

Find the words
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Crosswords 
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by : Barbara Abellonio , Francesco Autuori , Raluca Boanta , Nedo Calistri , Samuele G. Campisano , Bianca 

Ciocan , Debora Dervishi , Clarissa Di Luna , Vittoria Fiorini , Adriana Gjoklaj , Serena F.M Logoteta , 
Tommaso Moschini , Nicolò Muggianu , Maurizio Rossi , Giulia Rrushi , Laura Russo , Martina Santella , 

Franco Severi , Simona Sino , Xhevrije Tabaku  
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GREAT BRITONS in THE 

HISTORY 
Of 

 

THRILLER  
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Cultural Link 
From Literature to Cinema 
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WHAT IS A THRILLER? 
 
DEFINITION: A thriller is a type of  modern novel 
meant for a mass audience with the emphasis on fast 
action and suspense. Crime and espionage are typical 
subject matters. 
 
Thriller is a genre of literature, film and television 
programming that uses suspense, tension and 
excitement as the main elements. Thrillers heavily 
stimulate the viewers’ moods giving them a high 
level of fear, horror or tension and suspense. It 
includes genres as psychological thriller, political 
thriller, conspiracy thriller46, crime thriller or 
supernatural thriller. Thriller films tend to be 
adrenaline-rushing, gritty47, rousing48 and fast-
paced49.  
 
 Thrillers keep the audience cliff-hanging50 at the 
“edge of their seats” as the plot builds towards a 
climax. Literary devices such as plot twists51 and 
cliff-hangers are used extensively. 
 

                                                
46  Conspiracy thriller= thriller di congiura 

47  Gritty= grintoso 

48  Rousing= entusiasmante 

49  Fast-paced= veloce 

50  Cliff-hanging= appese  

51  Plot twists= colpi di scena                                         
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SIR ARTHUR CONAN DOYLE (1859-1930) 
 
Arthur Conan Doyle was born on 22 May 1859 at 11 
Picardy Place. 
In 1864 the family dispersed due to Arthur’s father 
growing alcoholism and the children were 
temporality housed across Edinburgh. In 1867,the 
family came together again and they lived in a 
squalid flat.  
Conan Doyle was sent to the Roman Catholic Jesuit 
school. He would later reject the Catholic religion 
and became an agnostic. 
From 1876 to 1881 he studied medicine at the 
University of Edinburgh. While  studying, Conan 
Doyle began writing short stories. His first published 
piece was “The Mystery of Sasassa Valley” a story set 
in South Africa. 
Doyle struggled to find a publisher for his work. His 
first significant piece ,” A Study in Scarlet”, was taken 
by Ward Lock & Co on 20 1886, giving Doyle £25 for 
all rights to the story. The story featured the first 
appearance of Watson and Sherlock Holmes, 
partially modelled after his former university teacher 
Joseph Bell. 
A sequel to” A Study in Scarlet “was commissioned 
and “The Sign of Four” appeared in Lippincott’s 
Magazine in February 1890. He died in 1930. 
Sherlock Holmes is the fictional creation of Sir Arthur 
Conan Doyle. He  wrote a series of 60 stories about  
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the detective ,published between 1887 and 1927  . 
Holmes was famous for his extra-keen powers of 
observation and deduction, which he used to solve 
perplexing crimes and mysteries with the help of his 
assistant Dr.Watson. 
 

MAIN WORKS 
“A study in Scarlet” 1887 
“The Sign of Four” 1890 
“ The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes” 1892 
“The Hound of the Baskerville”1902 
“The return of Sherlock Holmes” 1905 
“The Valley of Fear” 1915 
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FROM LITERATURE TO CINEMA 
 

Sherlock Holmes (2009) 
 

 
Directed by Guy Ritchie 
Produced by Joel Silver 

Lionel Wigram 
Susan Downey 

Dan Lin 
Screenplay by Michael Robert Johnson 

Anthony Peckham 
Simon Kinberg 

Story by Lionel Wigram 
Based on Characters by Sir Arthur 

Conan Doyle 
Starring Robert Downey, Jr. 

Jude Law                  
 Music by Hans Zimmer 

 

The plot 
Sherlock Holmes is a 2009 British-American action 
mystery film based on the character created by Sir 
Arthur Conan Doyle. 
In the film, Holmes and his companion Watson, with 
the aid of their former adversary Irene Adler, 
investigate a series of murder connected to occult 
rituals. The villain Lord Blackwood, who has 
somehow returned to life after his execution, wants 
to destroy  the British Empire using an arsenal of 
dark arts and new technologies.  
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A sequel, Sherlock Holmes: A Game Of Shadows, was 
released on 16 December 2011. 
 
Producer Lionel Wigram  wanted  to depict Sherlock 
Holmes in a new way: ”I realized the images I used 
to see in my head [when reading the  stories as a 
child] He imagined a much more modern, bohemian 
character, who dresses more like an artist or a poet. 
Doing so, the story has attracted a larger and 
younger  audience, and has mixed various Holmes’ 
stories 
.Still Holmes shows an almost supernatural ability to 
solve crimes, strange events are eventually explained 
through intuitive reasoning , scientific  knowledge 
and logic . 
 
                                                     

 
 

� 
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AGATHA CHRISTIE (1890-1976): 

“THE QUEEN OF THRILLER” 
 
Agatha Mary Clarissa Christie was born in 1890 in 
Torquay, in South England. 
She was the last of three children. She had a happy 
childhood and she said “One of the greatest fortunes 
you can have in your life is to have an happy 
childhood. I had it”. 
At the age of thirty, she became and was “The Queen 
of Thriller” or detective story. 
In 1920 she published her first novel “Poirot at Styles 
Court”. From then on Agatha Christie published at 
least one novel each year and earned fame, success 
and power. 
Her novels were translated into one hundred 
languages and adapted for the theatre, cinema and 
television. 
She married twice. With Max Mallowan, her second 
husband, she travelled and lived abroad where she 
found inspiration for her thriller settings. She 
portrays London and small village life but also exotic 
places. 
She died in 1976. 
Her most famous characters are Miss Marple and 
Hercule Poirot, who investigate murders privately.  
 
Her most famous novels are: 
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 “ Murder on the Orient Express”, “Death on the Nile”, 
“Evil under the Sun”, “ The Body in the Library”. “ 
Triangle at Rhodes”, “ Ten Little Indians” and “The 
Mousetrap” ( that has been performed at St. Martin’s 
Theatre In London  for 61 years !). 
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FROM LITERATURE TO CINEMA 

Murder on the Orient Express (1974) 
 

                                                Directed by Sidney Lumet 
Produced by John Brabourne 

Richard B. Goodwin 
Screenplay by Paul Dehn 

Uncredited: Anthony Shaffer 
Based on the novel by Agatha Christie 

Starring Albert Finney 
Music by Richard Rodney Bennett 

Cinematography Geoffrey Unsworth 
Editing by Anne V. Coates 

Studio EMI Films 
Distributed by Anglo-EMI Film Distributors 

(UK) 
Release date(s): 24 November 1974 

Running time: 128 min. 
Country: United Kingdom 

Language: English 
                                                        Budget: $1.4 

million 
 

The plot 
 
    Detective Hercule Poirot is returning to England 
abroad the Orient Express. The train is unusually 
crowded. Shortly after the train’s departure from 
Istanbul, a wealthy American businessman, Ratchett 
is found stabbed to death 12 times in his cabin. Some 
wounds are slight, but at least three of them have 
resulted in death. There aren’t any tracks in the snow  
and the doors are locked, so the murderer is still on  
the train.   
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Poirot soon discovers that Ratchett wasn’t the man  
he claimed to be: he had a terrible past, which is a 
clear and right motive for his murder. His real name 
was Cassetti, a gangster who five years before  had 
carried out the kidnapping of Daisy Armstrong, the 
daughter of a wealthy British Army Colonel. After 
discovering the infant’s corpse, the pregnant Mrs. 
Armstrong died while giving birth to a stillborn 
baby. The Armstrong’s maidservant Paulette, 
suspected of being involved in the kidnapping, 
committed suicide. Eventually , desperate Colonel 
Armstrong killed himself. Cassetti fled the country 
with the ransom. 
Poirot’s suspected killers are thirteen people, all the 
passengers on the train. 
Poirot  discovers that all the suspects are Armstrong 
family ‘s friends and parents and each of them 
stabbed  Mr Ractchett  in turn  as a revenge . The 
police is given a “fictitious” version of the whole 
story and all the passangers  ,unpunished , can safely 
reach London. 

 
 

� 
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ALFRED HITCHCOCK (1899-1980): 
“THE MASTER OF SUSPENSE” 

 
 

Born in London on August 13,  1899, Alfred 
Hitchcock described is childhood as” lonely and 
sheltered”. He once said that he was sent by his 
father to the local police station with a note asking 
the officer to lock him away for 10 minutes as a 
punishment for behaving badly. He also remarked 
that his mother used to force him to stand at the foot 
of her bed for several hours as punishment ( a scene 
alluded to in his film” Psycho”). This idea of being 
harshly treated or wrongfully accused would later be 
reflected in his films. 
Hitchcock studied engineering at St. Ignatius College 
in London and quickly obtained a job as draftsman 
and advertising designer for “Henley’s”, where he 
began to write. 
He employed themes of false accusations, conflicted 
emotions and twist endings with impressive skill. In 
1920, he entered the film industry with a full-time 
position at the “Famous Players-Lasky Company”; 
within a few years, he was working as an assistant 
director.  
In 1925, Hitchcock directed his first film and began to 
make “thrillers”; in the 1930s, he directed “The Man 
Who Knew Too Much” and “The 39 Steps”.  
In 1939, Hitchcock went to Hollywood. The first film 
he made there was “Rebecca” (1940) and this won an 
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Academy Award for best picture; his works became 
renowned for their depictions of violence, although 
many of his plots merely serve as a tool for 
understanding complex psychological characters. 
He received the American Film Institute’s Life 
Achievement Award in 1979; on April 29, 1980, 
Hitchcock died in his sleep in Bel Air, California. His 
wife, Alma Reville, died two years later. 
Hitchcock directed more than 50 feature films, 
including “Psycho”, “The Birds”, “Marnie”, “Rebecca”, 
and the famous “ The Rear Window”. 
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FROM LITERATURE TO CINEMA 

The Rear Window (1954) 

by C.Woolrich 

 

Directed by Alfred Hitchcock 
Produced by Alfred Hitchcock 
Screenplay by John Michael Hayes 
     Story by Cornell Woolrich   

Starring James Stewart 
Grace Kelly 

Music by Franz Waxman 
Editing by George Tomasini 

Distributed by Paramount Pictures 
(Original) 

Universal Studios 
 
 
 
 

 
                                       The Plot 
After breaking his leg, photographer L.B. Jeffries is 
confined in his Greenwich village apartment using a 
wheel-chair. He passes the time watching his 
neighbours who keep their windows open to stay 
cool.  

He can see a dancer ,a songwriter, several married 
couples ,and Lars Thorwald, a wholesale jewellery 
salesman with a bedridden wife.  
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One night ,Thorwald  and his wife have an 
argument. The following days Jeff notices that 
Thorwald ’s wife has disappeared and sees Thorwald 
cleaning a large knife and a handsaw. 
Jeff, his girlfriend Lisa Freemont and his nurse Stella 
became obsessed with   the idea that Thorwald 
murdered his wife. 
Soon after, a neighbour’s dog is found dead with its 
neck broken. When the owner sees the lifeless body 
of her dog she screams.The neighbours all rush to 
their windows to see what has happened except for 
Thorwald , sitting in his dark apartment, smoking a 
cigar 
They think Thorwald may have buried something in 
the garden and then  may have killed the dog to keep 
it from digging it up. 
Lisa squeezes into Thorwald ‘s apartment and finds 
his wife wedding ring . 
Jeff is now convinced that Thorwald has killed his 
wife, but he soon realizes that Thorwald is coming to 
his apartment. When Thorwald enters the apartment 
he approaches him and pushes him toward the open 
window.  Jeff falls to the ground  but the police 
officers enter the apartment and others run to catch 
Thorwald . He confesses the murder of his wife and 
the police arrest him. 

�        
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